FFVA Mutual Selects Insurity for Workers’ Compensation Business
Insurance Decisions Suite chosen for flexibility, modern user experience, and speed to market
HARTFORD, CT (July 14, 2016) – Insurity, Inc. a leading provider of core insurance processing and data integration and analytics
solutions, today announced that FFVA Mutual Insurance Co. (FFVA Mutual) has chosen Insurity’s core processing suite, Insurance
Decisions, which includes Policy Decisions Evolution, Billing Decisions and Claims Decisions, as well as Oceanwide’s Bridge Portal
to replace its existing legacy system. FFVA Mutual also selected Insurity’s Insurance Enterprise View (IEV) to take advantage of its
specific reporting and integration capabilities to provide deeper business insight.
Based in Maitland Florida, FFVA Mutual has been providing workers’ compensation solutions for more than 60 years, insures a
variety of businesses in all major industry groups, and writes business in 10 states. The company selected Insurity’s solutions because
of its flexibility, modern UI, and the increased self service capabilities among other features.
Alan Hair, Secretary/Treasurer and CFO with FFVA Mutual commented, “We selected the Insurity systems based on a number of
key factors; modern user experience, the solutions’ flexibility and the ability to make changes on our own, reduced cost of change,
along with the ability to better control and influence time to market – all of which will improve our internal and external user
satisfaction. During our selection process, the Insurity team demonstrated tremendous insurance expertise and workers’
compensation knowledge. This solidified our confidence in Insurity as our vendor of choice.”
“We are excited to have been selected by FFVA Mutual and are looking forward to working with the FFVA team as they modernize
their systems and enhance the user experience for both internal and external users,” said Lani Cathey, senior vice president, Insurity.
“We have a long history of supporting carriers who write workers’ compensation and a great deal of expertise in this area. We are
committed to ensuring our solutions continue to meet the unique needs of this segment of the market.”
Insurity’s Insurance Decisions Suite is a comprehensive suite that offers pre-built interfaces and integrations. The suite includes
Policy Decisions Evolution, Billing Decisions and Claims Decisions. The suite is fully integrated with Oceanwide’s Bridge Portal and
Insurity’s leading data and analytics solution, Insurance Enterprise View.
###
About FFVA Mutual Insurance Co.
FFVA Mutual is a Florida-based regional insurance carrier specializing in workers’ compensation solutions for more than 60 years. Rated A(Excellent), FSC VIII by A.M. Best, the company insures a variety of industries, and writes business in 10 states (AL, FL, GA, IN, KY, MS, NC, SC, TN
and VA). More information about FFVA Mutual is available at www.ffvamutual.com on Facebook, LinkedIn and Twitter.
About Insurity
Insurity, Inc. enables property & casualty insurers to modernize their enterprise and achieve their business goals. Insurity’s core processing
applications and data integration and analytics solutions are backed by rich insurance expertise and are in production with over 100 insurers,
processing billions of dollars of premium each month. Insurity’s solutions address the needs of all carriers – from the Top 20 insurers to small or
regional commercial, personal, or specialty lines writers, as well as MGAs. For more information about Insurity, call 860-616-7721 or visit
www.insurity.com. Connect with Insurity on Twitter, LinkedIn and Facebook.
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